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ABSTRACT
This study investigated the effects of the initiation of active relaxation techniques during
exercise on selected physiological and biomechanical measures. Moderately trained
female nmners (N:14) Were divided into a control group and a relaxation group. Both
groups underwent two, 25-minute runs'at 75o/o of their measured madlnal oxygen
consumption (VOzro). Physiologica measures taken for each trial included heart rate
(tIR), ventilation (V"), rating of perceived exertion (RPE), and orygen consumption
(VOz). Each subject was also videotaped in each trial in order to measure various
biomechanical factors including arm swing (AS), hip flexion (Itr), and step lerigth (SL).
Both physiological and biomechanical measurements were taken every 5 minutes
throughout the running bout with the two running bouts separated by a two-week
htervention phase. The relaxation group was required to learn a modified autogenic
training (AT)/progressive muscular relaxation (PI\R) technique. The technique was I
incorporat'ed from rest into their normal exercise habits over the two.weeks. The control
group was required to keep a log oftheir normal exercise habits, which had no expected
effect on the physiologicat aria biomechanical'factors rheasured. This allowed both
groups to have the'same amount of contact with the examiner. Data were analyzed using
a2 x2 x 5 eNbVA (group x trial x time) with repeated measures on the second and third
factors. Interpretation of findings indicated that relaxation was unable to cause any
change in the physiological measures taken although RPE was close to significance (p :
,053)- The normal drift associated with these physiological factors cauSed by prolonged
exercise was unaffected by relaxation. The biomechanical factors of tIF and SL were
also unaffected by relaxation. However, the reloration group was effectively able to
lower their AS with relaxatioru which decreased excessive muscular movement in the
upper extremity. This may limit depletion of energy reserves.thereby potentially
improving the performance of the long distance nmner. Previous investigations have been
spliJ on the benefits of relaxation during exercise. The design used in the present study
was similar to how a relaxation intervention would be used by a runner but significant
results were not achieved. An intensive relaxation protocol lasting more than two weeks, .
and incorporating biofeedback during practice, may produce more positive results.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Recent resdarch has pointed to rurining economy (RE) as a popular way of
measuring differences in performance among long distance runners (Bailey &Pate,l
Daniels, 1985; Morgan & Craib, 1992). RE is defined as the steady state oxygen
COlllSЩtttiOn tt a given submximl―ing veloc■y(Conley&(ahenb酬,1980)。1■
Those individuals wlЮ are lnore economical are able to conserve more energy aⅡo―ga
lower oxygen cott ofe働■,potenthuy Lading to an lncrease in―ing perforln nce.
Physiologにal,biomechanicd,biochemicaL and pSychomotor factors contribute to the
detemation ofoverau m―g e81)iency.There is no recogted perfect balance of
these factors that describes optiml―ing ettciency but rnany theories exlst as to
improvettnts that rtty posiively afFect perforIIlanceo The use ofrelaxation techniques
I
is one lneans that can be suggested to mprove economy and overau c£譴εiency auowlng
for an increased perfortnance in the long distance rumer.           |
Relaxation techniques in sport have〔
Many cognitive strategたs have been devebr
inchding progressive FnuSCL Кlaxatb (PMRy,autogenic ttaining(AT),md Be“On'叫.
relaxation response.The use ofsuch relaxation procedllres and cOgmtive structuring
techniques cause a hypothalamic resporlse caned′relaxatbL leading to a decrease h I
Syttathetic nervous syttem activity and dёcr ases h metabolic acti宙ty(BenSOL 1975)。
EIchttbn ofthe relaxttbn resporlse anows the bOdy to work IIlore e面におntly and
efFectively in the tどsk at hand.The mind can be seen as a cataサ飩in prOducng op iml
?
?
?
?
??
,F ~:7,……
1
performance of the body. By learning to use the performar,rce enhancing qualities of the
mind, involuntary physiological processes may be, to an extent, brought under conscious
I
control.
I
This study will examine how RE and other physiological indices (heart rate (HR),
rating ofperceived exertion (RPE), bioniechanics, 02 consumption (VOz), ventilation
(VJ) are affected by the elicitation of the relaxation response during exercise. With the
use ofrelaxation to c6ordinate and improve efficiency, an improvement in RE is
expected. ThiS may be due to a decrease in metabolism or an increased efficiency of
running biomechanics at a given workload.
|
Scδpe ofthe Problem
This study exammed the ttRuence ofrelaxation on―ing mchncy in  l
moderately tramed felmle rlmers N〓14).The SutteCtS Were randonヵaSSigned to a l
l
1
control group(n=7)and a relaxation group(n=7)。PhySi010gical and biornechanical
4
meぉwellne■sweКtakenhodertodaerlnmeranyittrovernemwascausedbythel
I
implementation ofrelaxation d―gm―g。                     |
Physiobgical factors included in this study werc tt Ve,V02,and RPEo Each
ofthese factorξ was measured every 5 min during a 25 min ru―g bout.Biornecha ic狙
factors taken mto consideratlon every 5 1nm mcluded:SL,AS,and HF.
These data alowed the investigator to assess no―l responsesl long distance
r―g and COmpare them to―g When relaxation techniques are incorporated.
??
?
Statement of the Problem
The focus of the. research was to determine the effects of relaxation intervention
.,
during running on physiological and biomechanical markers of running efficiency. i
.;
¨
The elicitation of the relaration response during submarimal exercise will 
r
increase running perfofmanie as energy expenditure will be lower at a givbn workload
*hen compared to control. ,,
Delimitations i
l) Subjects engaged in two weeks of modified PMR/AT relaxation training and did not
have any prior experience with the relaxation techniques used. Other relaxation
techniques were not examined in this study.
2) The subject sample was taken from the Ithaca community and consisted of moderatqly
trained female runners. 
r,
3) Subjects were unaware of when they were being videotaped in order to allow fo, 
-d'r.
natural measurement of AS, [IF, and SL. ;
I
4) Physiological measurements utilized in the study included: HR, V", VO2, and RPE. I
5) An oversized treadniill was used in the study in order to cultivate a more normal gairl
I
by the subjects. Smhller treadmills may confine an individuals running gait. Treadmill '
accoinmodation runs were also utilized in order to allow gait to be'as close to normal as
possible.
6) Each trial in this investigation required subjects to run at75yo of VOz."* for 25
minutes. This duration and intensity was chosen to closely resemble a 3-mile cross
country event as well as the average workout.-
● 1
=4
1
Limitations
t) Relaxation techniques may require more practice than the two weeks given to achie#
mxlmllm beneis.Origind pЮtocob ofthe relaxation teChniques used in this■udy
called for at lёatt s破months oftraining eichsteL 1988)。
コ♯
2)Data mりnot be generalizable to sedentary or eute rlmers due to the spec五c  i
popuhbn ttudbd.Th ttudyおcused on rumers who are lnoderateけtninedanddidttt
account fbr the no宙cd or eute rl.mer. Also,the tests were conducted indoors on a
treadmin.This typ9 ofsettlng lmay nOt reflect outdoor―g on any Surface.
3)Having calneras宙sible may have alowed suttectS tO be more aware ofthett r―g「
gait,arecting Validity ofthe study.
4)The phySbbgtal measllres taken in this ttudy mりnOtigiVe a compL eけacCllrac
bok at the ettcts ofrelaxation on the sypathetic neⅣous system(SNS)。
5)R―ing on a treadmil tty arect nO―gait w“n compared to―g On land.
6) Findings may only be generalizable to similar work out durations. Longer and shortel
distance events may have difFerent respollses to reはation.
Demition ofTe―
Running economy (RE)- Steady state oxygen consumption for a given submaxirnal
running velocity (Caird, McKenzie, & Sleivert, 1999). Units of measurement are
mleg/min
Efficiency- The relationship between work done and energy expended. While RE refers
specifically to orrygen consumption, efficiency takes into account how well
physiological, biomechanical, biochemical, psychomotor, and'other factors are
coordinated (Cavanagh & Ikarn, 1985).
Relaxation techniques- A vaiiety of strategies which focus on reducing muscular tension
and improving thought processes by elicitation ofthe relaration response.
Moderately trained- A runner with at least one year running experience and a 10 km time
bdtween 38-45 minutes (Williams, Kratrenbuhl, & Morgan, 1990).
Treadmill accommodation- An introductory running bout on a treadmill used to prodube
stable running gait and familiarize an individual with a treadmill.
常}
|
The review of literature for this study focused on the following areas: (a) relaxatiorL G)
running economy, (c) effects of mental strategies on RE, and (d) summary.
Relaxation
The relaxation respollse is an mate state fomd wtthin aⅡ ofus,and has been
described as a hypothalamic response which is opposie the fght or flight response.
Many relaxation techniques have evolved over the ycars to help try and decrease terlsbh
as wen tt hcКぉe performanceo Luthe(1965)describedtherelaxttbnrewonsettastγe
of`¬血hnl stimulttiOn where the low serlsory input(dh士丘Shed aittrent stlllnulatio⇒is
coded by the reticular system and thalamus,which tttructs the hypothalamus to mitigtte
ergotropic activity.Trophotropにincti ning elnerges by defau■as ergotropt signals
subside。つ'Erg9trOpt responses refer to those that emerge by stmulation ofthe
Supathetic di宙sion ofthe autollomic neⅣous system.Trophotroptresporlsesarethole
that are brought about by the parapptthetたdivisbnoftheautonomicnCⅣoussyttel.
Su"К∬bn ofぬe spptthat“rvous wttem abws paras卿江贖おК叩osesわ呵
emnced prec●lating a relaxed ttate.                     [
Au relaxatiOn teclmiques focus on tapping into this hypothalarrllc resporLSe.There
are mny techniques availabb loday,the mott popular include:autogenic ttaining,
・IneditatioL yoga,progress市e muscle relaxatioL and Benso■'s relaxation technique.
Sollrle ofthese techniques have recentしbeen de bp d while others have been around
for centllrたs.No one technique has been proven nlore ettct市e thm the others as they,
I
an seem to be eqllany ettctive in eLching the relaxation respollse at re飩(LichsteL 4
6
Chapter 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
1988).Phy立Obgi01respo面es caused by relaxttion include a decrease in heart rate,bbdd
pressllre,respration rate,02C9nSumptioL ske19ta muscle activity as weu as an increas?
in skin resistance and alpha brain,waves(Solberg,Berglund,EngeL Ekeberg,and Loebl
り‰ QeКttL∝dO RudzinsL綱Nomwユ"0■
∞Jd be sp∝und価
|
such physblogical chtteS WOuld benefltthe bng dittance rlmer by heぃing tO Collse呼
1
energy and increase economy.
Relaxation is a psychophysical resporlse that alows an ind市idualto brmg
physiobgical processes more under voluntary contЮl and also auows the ind市idu l to
become lnore aware ofbodily processes. A usenll distinction can be tte between,
conscbusness and awarenesso Moshe Feuctais expld“d this distinctbn by sttting
`■warenessおcollsciousness together ofwhatおhappenmg ihin l or whatis going on
宙thin ollrselves while we are collsCiOuS"(Gauron9 1984).AprimrygoalofrelaxatlniS
to cultivate this internal foclls and auow an individual to better regulate their         .
physblogおd state.Everyone trts each day to eLcit the relaxation respoFISe and relieve｀
the stress brought upon us by everyday lifeo lntemal awareness alows us to be aware of
such factors as physbbgおd processes,tellsbL and bodily setttblls(as hthe useofl
ratmgs ofperceived exertion(RPE))。 Each ofus operates with a degree oflimited body
awareness as we become habit oriented and overlook e3mDiency as thesc habits cover ollr
ntemal awareness.Relaxation auows the mind and body tO becorne rnore cohesive,
increasing the degree ofbody awareness and anOwng fOr increased ef詭わncy。
As indi宙uals attcinpt to increase theL body awareness they onen use the tool of
biofeedback to guide them in their erort.Biofeedback is scen as a follll ofsomatic
perforlnancc enhttcclnent,which"minimizes the rob ofcogmtbns h dete―g  l
|
behavior while emplttizing ouectlve s■uatbIIs鋼ove■resporl e」.Blumensteh,Bar‐
8EL and Tenenbaulln(1995)exarrlmed the ettcts ofbiofeedback on the ettЭct市eness of
AT,血gery,and music tra」Шtt atrest as weu as dtt the loo meter dasho The
suuects were randomけasSigned to 5 gЮups mcluding:control,placebo,music and  '
magery,AT and imagery tralmg,and a combination ofAT,muslc,and irilagery
憤hiningo Thirteen20¨minute trettlnent sessbns were llsed for each sutteCt,Ⅵth the ist
seven consisting ottust the no―l assigned treatment.The mds破s ssiolls added l
|
biofcedback to the assigned treatllnent in an attempt to enhance the lea―g ettct.Heart
rate,ENIIG,ga市anic skin respoIIse,and btathing iequency were llleasllred before and
aner each sessiono Hundred lllleter dash times were measllred before and aner the 13
treatment sessiorls as wem.Blumenstein et al.concluded that biofeedback is an e鋼じct市e
nleaFIS in auowmg autogenic tta―g to be more ettctive in decreasing the physiologにJ
factors ineasllredo No signiflcant direrence was found in the 100 1neter rLm WhiCh inay be
dje to the acti宙ty demanding such a high interlsiy ofefbrto Relaxation tt be
beneicial wtth lower mtellsly,longer duration acti宙ties where energy nuy be collserved
anowing enhanced perfornlance.Although 13 relaxation sessions were enough to 「
|
produce signiflcant direrences wihin the autogenic training group the bngth of   i
relaxatbn tra―g may not have been adequate in this study。
Tra―g or practice plりs an mportant role h the e3bctiveness ofrelaxation
techniques(Gbrernek et al。,1994;Boone&DeWeese,1998;Caird,McKenzie,and
Sleive■,1999).Original versiorls ofPMR and AT caled for a lll―urn ofs破months of
Кlaxttbn tra―go Newer abbКvi ted methods have shown slgniflcant e■cts with on y
one week oftra―g(L lЫeL 1988).Sorrle also“iteve that the longer the tra―g
period the bettet aS We never stop leaming how to grasp the relaxation ttate(BCrlson,
Dryer,and Hartley,1978).The duration oftra―g as ag eat e閾じct on ollr ability to,
.become more aware of how to trigger the relaxation response within us. Each of us may
devebp・smaⅡ or large direrences in ollr thought processes used to bring about this
rёsporlse,and only through etterience and practice are these processes discovered。
The bulk ofrelaxation research has been conducted宙th sutteCtS at rest as
opposed to dumg exercおe.A study conducted by Gtrelnek et d。(1994)aimed江
finding ways to attain deeper psychophysical relaxation at rest by employing
conventional, monitored relaxation techniques in a single se'Ssion. The study
incorporated the conventionalrelax positioru Schultz's AT, and two biofeedback
techniques. HR, systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure, and galvanic skin
resistance measurements were taken every 5 minutes for 40 minutes to monitor changes.
All three relaxation methods enhanced relaxation produced by the simple relax position,l
l
帥ぶII職留l‖盟爾‖IX驚富1満L重
f
to increase performance. Shooting is seen as a type of sport associated with sensitivity !o
[.
““
bn and anxieサ。SbOting accwacy improved蹴h medittbn h compdi市e l^"
壺uttbtt but∞dgniflcant direК
“
e wasおund mdereperimemd tttcodibh銚
|
Relaxation mrkers including blood lactate,HL and 02 uptake were lower aner
meditation. A positive correlation was found between low tension and meditation
according to subjective measures. The theory of an ideal or peak state of performance is
supported by the significant relationship between good perfornance and low tension.
Relaxation techniques use different approaches to help bring about these positive
changes. The core concepts of the techniques utilized in this'examination will'be
discussed in the following paragraphs
10
1
AT was devebped by Wolfgang Luthe and has been wideサreSearche in Ellrop9 1
(LthsteL 1988)。Rescarch is lacking in the U五ted States ili this area and trarlslations of
Ellropean studies are not easily acqlllred.Luthe beheved that the psychophysiologlc state
during the practice ofAT dirers■。mnorlnal psychophysiobgicstateomsautogenicl
relaxatbn state resides on the continulm between wakeihess and sleep.Schu■z,  1
|
another advocate ofAT,described the autogenic state as a specifc process mvol興 |
changes ofmental and bodily負
“
tiorls,which enables a person to step behind or d市e
under the usual pattem ofthose fbコЮtiorls associated with collsCiOuS control lrl a waking
鏡ate(LichsteL 1988)。AT collsおts ofthree∞mponents including:reduCed afFerent
stllnulation9 repeti市e phrases,anci passive concentratiOn(Licl麟eL 1988)。The
repetliでphrases focus on s破themes,whictt include:heavlness,wamtL Cardiac
regulatioL respttatioL abdoIIunal wamtL and c001ing ofthe forehead.By foιusing
these cogmtbns on various parts ofthe body tlile relaxation response is tHggered.The i
■
pass市e ttthude is the cornerstone ofATo This pass市e concentrttion anows relaxatio五l
take place,stllnulatmg trophotropic mechanisIIs,WhiCh reduce arerent stllnulation
witlin the nervous system This produces an overridmg ofthe sypathetic nervous
system and anows prominence ofparappびhetiC resp llseo While Luthe used a more
cognitive approach in his AT, Jacobsen utilized a more physical approach in his method
of relaxation.
Jacobson created another popular relaration technique, in 1938, called PMR.
PMR consists of sequentially tensing and releasing major skeletal muscles. By
recogniziirg the difference between t'bnsed and relaxed muscles the individual is able to-
open the gate to rela:<ation. PMR is Lased on the idea that the peripheral physiology u{d
the brairi affect each other as the level of arousal in one has an impact on the arousal of
the other (Lictrstein, tigs). Jacobson considered skeletal muscle as the most effective
means of manipulating brain activity. Tension produced by,the peripheral musculature
allows the brain to recognize the feeling of tension and allow the individual to more
effectively focus on ridding the body of it.
Herbert Bensdn (1975) also had a large impact on the development and
f
irivestigation of relaxation techniques. Benson cited four essential components to induce
the relaxation response. First, relaxation is optimal when done in a quiet environment
with as few distractions as possible. Second, a mentaldevice must be employed, allowing
the mind to shift from externally oriented thought; and it should be a constant stimulus
such as a sound, word, or fixed gar;:r;rg. Benson recommended paying attention to the I
,normalpatternofbreathingtopreventthemindfromwandering.Third,relaxationis
most effective when the individual is in a comfortable position with the lowest possible
muscular terlsion.Fourth‐and m stimpo■antL a paSS市e attitude should be unde■aken.
Distracting thoughts should be disregarded and the individual should not be concerned
with how well they are performing the technique. If distracting thoughts surface the
subject should return smootlily to the mental device. These four components are the
basis to-most relaxation techniques that have been developed. While all of these
components cannot be incorporated into a running situation, the important coriceptS can.
For this reason relaxation training may take longer to be effective in these situations, as'
the individual needs to slowly incorporate the technique into their exercise.
Of the techniques presented, not one has proven to be more effective than the 
rl
others. A combination of techniques can be used as an effective approach to achieving
relaxation. As long as the underlying concepts to the techniques are adhered to, freedom
．
．
?
?
?
?
?
?
?‥
．???????
???
?
?
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to experiment with the techniques is possible. How such a relaxation technique can
affect exercise performance needs to be explored more completely.
R―inR Economv
As lnentioned earlier RE can be de缶θd as tteady ttate oxygen consШption for a
given sul厠口山ml―g Veloclyo RE is a measure ofefhiency or how ettct市ely
energy is utilizedけthe bOdy.A desirable economy ml―eS n rgy usage and
opt―es perforlnanceo Miniming the usage ofboth extemal and intemal energy is
desirable to improve REo Extёmal nergy is that energy used to overcome exterlllal
reslstance such as gravly,金ictioL force or wind reslstance while mternal energy is
energy used in the production ofexternal energy(Baileゾ&Pate,1991)。Extemal ener」
、arected by such factors as age,segmental lnass distributioL stride length,and other
Ыomechanica vaHあLsandcm tt bokd江器musch e“rgy usage.Imerllal energy,4n
i
the other hand,ls assoClated vぬth the oxyger
thermoregulatioL and subttrate rrletabolism。
energy is to ml―e the arnomt ofATP ne
produaion ofATP in the working muttles.Intend energyおarected by hear  rate,
ventilatioL temperatllre,training ttatus,fatigue,and nlood ttateo RE could feasibly be
improved by reducng the demnd for exte口ml・energy,interrlal energy,or a combinatbn
ofboth
Fiber type composlion also plays a role h arecting RE valueso Slow tヽMtc
ibers have been describeil as nlore ettcient than fast tmtch flbers(McArdle,KatcL&
KatcL 1994)。SIoW tWitch fbers are adapted for prolonged work and are recruhed molc
for aerobic activities.In contrast,fast twitch flbers are recruited in lnore anaerobic  l
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activities and produce a lnore force■1l but less ettcient contraction. For these reasolls
sbw twitch flbers are rnorc desirable for the long distance rlmer due to theL increased:
ettcLncy.Direre"es obSeⅣed in muscle economy between individuab may Jso ue司
direКtts h theあility tO■oК and reuse elぉtt “r夕。ThedireКmcotthgtimesl
offast tmtch and slow twich ibers nFy arect this utilization ofelastic energy.Sbw
twitch flbers ac known tσhave a bnger coupling time ab―geぉbr re e威b,ofdaslに
energy wihout detachnent ofthe actin‐myosin crossbridge.Bosco et al。(1987)found
that those wih a higttr percentage offast twitch fbers present in the vastus lateralis had
a higher net energetic cost ofru―.This suggests that for long distances slow twtch
flbers are lnore desirable due to their increased ettciency ofwork.                .
Morgan and Craib(1992)exarmned the uteratllre dおcussng the physiological
aspects ofRE.They foШld t at nterlndi宙dua  varlation in economy has been linked to
direКnces h IIR and Ve.ChangeshVecausedbyareducedbretthingttequencyandT
incrcased tidal vol赫have been suggetted by Ba」y and Pate(1991)tO decrease vo」.
They"he“d that by reducing the internal e“rgy demnds ofm ind市dual suclぉ
い
|
reducing heart rate,lowermg ventilation,and increasing the percentage ofcarbohydratels
。】mized for energy πだtabolism my e■ct市eしimprOve―g COnomy.The use of
relaxatbn nηy be one nlealls ofachievmg such goals.These authors concluded that
desple gЮ―  intere■in RE,mny physiologicalissues lack conserlsus br remin to be
expbred in greater detail. Futllre research should be fbcused toward explaining group
direrences h economy thrOugh the llse ofa broad range ofinterdおciplinary research i
toob.In order for ruming economy to be efFectiveサexal ed knowledge ofday to day
!
1
i
l
changes must be examined.
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winianls,Krahenbdt and MOrgan(1991)did exactly this when they mvestigated
daily vanation in RE ofmoderajely trained mle rlmerso Winias et al.defhed a・   1
mOderttcけtrained rlmer as a rumer who had engaged in a syttenntt tra―g prograrn
ofendllrance ru―g for atleast one year and had a cllrrent 10 b time between 38 and l
45血.Ten mles between the ages of20‐3,y arS Were exanuned in the study.The
SutteCtS Were asked to lllaintainthett norlnal tra―g progralns,adhere o thett regular
diets,and were llllomtored through the use ofa daily training log.Each suttect perfOmeu
a pre and post V02max treadmin test to account fbr any training e」腱cts that may have
occurred as wen as submximltreadmin accoIIImodation runs at 50%,60%,and 70%of
V02耐Ⅸ tO erlsure estabushent ofstable gait mechanics.Each accorIInodation run    t
session collsisted often mnute bouts of―ing tt each f he three intelllsiies separtte`
by ten lmnutes ofrest.Twenty RE tests were perforlned ive times a week for four
weeks.In each ofthese sessions the sutteCt,ran fOr s破― u es at each intens■y a d,
V02 WaS COuected.The,resuLs renected that h conditions where treadm皿
accornmodatioL time ofday,footwear,and tett equipllnent are controned,
be a stable physiologたJ Ineasllre in moderately trained mle rlmers.
RE seems tot
I
+:
I
Morgan, MartrU & Kratrenbuhl (1991) expanded on Williams et al. findings by
examining the variability of RE as well as mechanics among trained male runners.
Morgan conducted two separate studies, which examined RE and biomechanics. The RE
data were aral4dto quantify variability in and reliability o[ RE and biomechanics, in
.trained male runners who performed duplicate submaxirnal runs under controlled testing
conditions. These duplicate submaximal runs consisted oftreadmill running at 3.33 msr
for 8-10 minutes with gas collection and biomechanical measures. Biomechanical 
I
variables measured included step lengl[ stance time, swing time, shank angle at heel
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strike, plantar flexion angle at toe ofl and vertical deviation of body nuss among others:' .r
When expressed as a percentage of VOr.o, H was found to have a day to day variation
of 1.860/o. D'ata from both investigations revealed that stride to stride and day to day
variation in the running pattern was minimal. From a total of 22 vaiables submitted for
analysis, only three were found to have significant statistical differences. Peak resultantl
velocity of ihe ankle joint (study 1), step length (study 2) and swing time (study 2) were
slightly higher in the second study. Step length was also found to differ 9olo between t
'individuals, which may be due to anatomical differences. Their conclusion was that a
stable measure of RE can be obtained in a single data collection session involving
trained, nonelite male runners if the testing environment is controlled to minimize.
nonbiologicalvariability.Therefore,accordingtoWilliamsetal.andMorganetal.
findings, RE can be reliably measured when the proper factors are controlled.
Differences, howev6r, are present in similarly trained individuals."
:
I
|
DanieL'(1985)physbbgたJ exarnmttbn ofREretrred to e詭たncyttthe l
Кlatbnship“tween woよdor ande“rgy expёnded.Inhsreviewhddressedbothl
hterindividual and intraindividualねctorsハsoёhe w thREo DanieLspecuhedthat l
there seerns to be a certaln threshold oftra―g which arects REo Literatllre he exarmed
is split on the issue ofan lncrease in V02 being attributed to trainingo Morgan and
Craib's revlew(1992)on RE follnd the literature to ttr6ngサsuppo五better RE in bng
dLttlce rlmers when compared to middle distance rumers and spmters.AIso,
hdividuals who spectt h ShO■er dおtance events have a superbr RE tt faster speed,
while long distance specialists tend to be more econolmcal at slower speeds.This shows
that weci■city oftra―g plays a large Юb h dete―g RE.DanieヽおSOCiated s破|
・
                        [
factors contributing to intraindi宙dual direrences in RE′including:age,air or wind
resistance, body temperature, stride lengttr, additional weight, and training level. In
conclusion, differences can and do exist between and within individuals regarding the
amount ofbnergy expended at any given submaximal running speed. The reasons for
these differences and how to best bring about desirable changes in RE are not clear. By
eliminating unwanted or counter-productive muscular movement Daniels believed
efficiency is maximized. Any motion that increases unnecessary biomechanircs can be
detrimental to RE measures.
In 1991, Bailey & Messier examined variation in stride length and RE in male
novice runners subsequent to a seven week training prograrr They imposed a training
protocol of 22 running bouts of 20 min at 60Yo of VO2r"* on22 male novicb runners
divided into a constant stride lenglh group and a freely chosen stride length group. The
もぉもOfther investtttbtt revOlved ttound the dea that a■era b“h stHde bnghhavl
been found to increase RE as well as'lower rates of perceived exertion in experience
runners. Bailey arid Messier concluded tliat stride length variations ha{ no significant
effect on RE. Only during the fourth week of training were the two groups statistically
different in percentage bf stride length change. Their conclusion was that stride lengthsbf
novice runriars remain variable following seven weeks of treadmill running. They also
speculated that experienced runners, in contrast to novice runners, obtain a near optimal
stride length by eiiher altering their stride length and stride frequency in an effort to
minimiz€ RPE or these changes become physiologically optimal through training.
In contrast, Cavanagh and Wiltiams (1982) examined the effect of stride length
variation on VOz using more experienced runners. Using a metronome to signal time o.f
foot strike at a known'treadmill speed, Cavanagh and Williams were able to change steil
l
length of an individual. VOz was measured for seven stride lengths for each individualJ
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stride length.Two possible nleёhani IIrls w re cied as possible causes ofthis
phenomehon. First, the subjects may have developed this chosen step length based oir
RPE. Ratings of perceived exertion have been stiown to be linearly related to work
intensity and physiological measures. A second possibility is that this close to optimal
chosen step length may have adapted through training to the individuals personal runni+g
style. In other words, their physiological mechanisms have adapted to be optimal
fortheir running gate. Exactly what effii:ct step length or stride length have on an
individuals energy usage is an area where more research needs to be done. The present
investigation approaches this problem from a different perspective by seeing how
reldxation impacts energy usage and step length rather than how changes in step length
affect energy usage.
Effects of Mental Strategies on Running Econom)'
RE should be optimal when there is the proper balance of phisiological and
.psychological processes. The elicitation of the relaration response decreases arousal,
subsequently decreasing sympathetic activity. Factors found to affect RE include:
training status (Conley & Kratrenbuhl, 1980), treadmill accommodation (Williams et al.l
l99l), fatigue, and psychological state (Crews, 1992). Caird, McKenzie, & Sleivert t
(1999) examined the effectiveness of biofeedback and relaxation techniques on tne ng Lf
I
seven sub-elite ,"r*;;; 
"r*".r. 
Subjects participated in a pretest where Re, h.tL.
r
山
“
bH,壼ach sbiening crb血た喝 and peよ― g“bCiy““
血 郎wel.
Ths pretest wasおuowed by a comЮlphase ofs破weeks wher the sttects CO正inuel
including a ttely chosen stride length.In ge
week intervention phase where PMR and centering (a cognitive relaxation protocol)
techniques were learned. The posttest followed, measuring the same variables as the
pretest while relar<ation was done beforb (i.e., PMR) and during (i.e., centering)
exercise. Caird et al. found that A combined biofeedback and relaxation treatment
improved RE. These findings were related to a decreased rate of V" without a decreaSe
I
in HR. The mechanism for a decrease in RE without a subsequent decrease"in HR is ncit
understood. Although this research was thorough and controlled for many factors, ,, 
"[,
focused on the initial ten minutes of exercise and therefore washot generalszabt. to nJg
distance running. They only looked at initial steady state measures instead of changes
over the duration of a running bout which wo_uld be desirable in long distance runners.
Boone & Deweese (1998) exdmined the effect of PMR on RE. After eight, 30
minute relaxation sessions where I{R, systolic blood pressure (SBP), and rate nressure[
product (RPP) were monitored, sribjects participated in a 30 min, three phase 
"l<:r,:-.1
bout.The缶説t n―utes collsisted ofju試
by ten minutes ofexercise where the relaxati
― utes was another control phase with no r
in frequency of breaths (Fu), V", SBP, RPP while no sigfficant differences were found
I
in V02,reSp廿江6ry exchange ratio,and I・IRo The resu■softhettudysuggestthatFbttd
V" are not fixed at a constant work intensity. Fuand V" significantly decreasedby l0%
and 4%o, respectively, and increased following the relaxation phase. SBP also
signincantly decreasedけ60/O c usmg a subsequent decrease in RPP values a■owlng t†
performer to better tolerate the central demand of bxercise and increase performance. Due
I
I
I'
withthett present trainingo Eacl suttect mderwent a post control phase test in order
I9
to the diffiiulty ofperforming PMR during exercise, it should have been practiced during
exercise rather than at rest.
ln1992, Hatfield, Spalding, Mahoru Slater, Brody and Vaccaro examined the
effects oibiofeedback versus psychological distraction on physiological indices of
irinning just below ventilatory threshold. The physiological cost of negotiating a
workload was hypothesized to be lowered by using such a behavioral manipulation. In
their study, 12 tratned males completed a 36 min run (average of 7lo/o VOz."*) which was
divided into three 12 min phases including a feedback phase, distraction phase, and
control phase; The feedback phase consisted of V" m6asures provided for the subjects.
This allowed them to be more aware of their breathing and focus on lowering it. The
distraction phase consisted of a timing task that required anticipatory judgment. Subjects
were required to press a button they held throughout the exercise that was connected to a
series of lights that flashed one after the other. The subjects were to press the button
when the third or middle light was lit. The distraction phase helped to focus the subject's
attention away from the stress of running. The control phase consisted ofjust normal
running the subjects would normally engage in when they exercise. Values obtained l
during exercise included V", VO2, pressure of end tidal Oz (PETOz), pressure of end tidal
CO2 (PETCOz), and respiratory rate (RR). The feedback phase was found to lower these
variables the most"(except PETCOz which increased). The distraction phase also lowered
the dependent variables. The two techniques were successful in lowering desirable
indices when compared to the control. Subjects were able to maintain a similar VOz Ievel
across all three conditions wbile breathing a reduced volume of air. This was probably
due to a greater Oz extraction from the inspired air. This assumption was
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dc五ved'om PET02tO PETC02 direrences.RPE was also found to be lowerin the
feedback and distraction p魅e  when com ared to controls.In conclusion,although a
change was not observed h V02,the treatment phases seemed to have an ettёct on
bwering Vcハr02・TheSe mdings ltty decrease energy delnand and increase
perforlnance in the long distance rumer。
GeⅣino'and Veazey(1984)exanmed the physiobgic efFects ofBcrlson's
relaxation response,a follll ofPMFしduring subnlaxlml aerobt exercise perforllned on a
bicycle ergometer.The study caned for home practice 6fthe BcIIson relaxation
techniqueo The suttectS exercised at steady state and were momtored in four,elght―
― ute stageso The sequence procecded as follows:control phase,relaxation phase,
control phase,relaxation phase.A decrease in V02,ut SBP,RPP,and Ve Was found
whie signifcant changes were not fbund in I‐IR values.The authors believe that the
Ldings generated by this ttudy nηprOVe beneicial for those with coronary artery
disease.The elたhatbn ofthe relaxatbn resporlsc lmy delay the onset ofヽchemia by
decreasmg the stress placed on the hearto This tty also result in an mproved exercise
tolcrance for such individuals。
NIlental strategles lllclude those that can be divided into assoclative and
dおsociative■rttegおso Associttive ttrategts are del鵬d as hose that attend to bodily
respolllses,while dおsoc ttive■racgies are thosc attending to thoughts other than bodily
respottes.Elite ruLmerS have tradibnally been characterlzed to use more associative
strategies leading to the assltttion that these associative ttrategies devebp Ⅶ
experbnceo According to Crews(1992),a uchite relatbnship e対並s between exercis
and these types ofelnotblls oF arect´Ared i deiFd as an enlotion or teling reltted
to an idea or ouect.The use ofpsychologicd ttrategLs and bbfeedback can be vёry
2l
beneficial in affecting RE by allowing greater awareness of physiological responses.
These types of strategies can effectively alter affect and promote increased efficiency. Of
the 30 studies examined in Crews' review, strategies used to alter affect consistently
improved performance significantly.
Central comrumd has been hypothesized by Perski, Tzankofl & Engel (1985) to
control motor and cardiovascular responses separately during dynamic exercise. Their
study focused on applying this hypothesis to more severe work rates when motor
comflurnds are less likely to be dissociated from the cardiovascular control centers.
Subjects were given feedback during exercise in order to learn to'better voluntarily
control their SBP, VOz, and HR. Epinephrine (E), and norepinephrine (NE) were
measured at 65%o of maxirnal heart rate following four training phases. HR decreased by
an average of 22% in the treatment group. There was a decrease in RPP but this was
mostly due to the change in HR because there was no signfficant change in SBP found.
Although E was found to increase, both E and NE Uoth had no statistically signfficant
change. This rise in E should have had an excitatory impact on the heart if any, not the
decrease that was found. HR attenuation during exercise seemed to be mediated
primarily by the vagalroute ofthe autcinomic nervous system. In conclusion, the
findings presented- by Perski et al. showed that even under conditions of moderate to
heavy exercise there can be an input from the central nervous system that alters the
pattern of cardiovascular adjustments.
Summar,v
An important aspect of long distance running is the ability to stay rela:ied and
utilize energy as efficiently as possible. The ability to accorirplish this task will allow the
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long distance runner to improve performance. Implementation of a relaxation technique
is one way ofhelping the long distance nrnner stay relaxed and work towards this goai.
Several relaxation techniques exist, but none are specifically designed to be implemented
during exercise. Although exercise is used as a means to increase metabolisrn, iesearch
exaririning relaxation may be beneficial for the competitive runner as a means to become
more efficient.
The previous paragraphs have given an in depth review of literature surrounding
n
the effects of mental strategies effects on running efficiency. The literature on this'topic
appears to be incomplete and conflicting at besi. How exactly rela,ration during exercise
effects running efficiency is still not completely understood.
Chapter 3
METHODS
, Overview
The purpose of this investigation was to examine the effects of performing
relaxation during exercise.on running efficiency in moderately trained individuals.
Subjects w-ere divided into a relo<ation group and a control group, with each group
completing two twenty-five minute nrns at75Yo of their measured VOz.u*. During each
running bout, physiological measurements including VOz, FIR, V", and RPE were
measured. In'addition, biomechanical factors examined were arm swing (AS), hip
flexion (tf), and step length (SL). Each of these measurements was taken at five minute
intervals throughout the exercise test. This protocol'allowed determination of any
changes in factors that affect RE that were altered by the relar<ation response.
The relaxation group subjects underwent two weeks of relaxation training
following the pretest in order to get an understanding ofthe modified PMR/AT technique
utilized in the study. The technique was practiced twenty minutes aday, first with ihe
subject resting and then eventually incorporated into exercise. The control group
monitored their exercise habits in the two weeks between trial I and trial II through the
use of an exercise log. These individt'als were told to adhere to their regular trainifig
prograrns.
Seleption of Subjects
Subjects were moderately trained female runnersl ages l8-40 years, recruited
from Ithaca College and the surrounding community. See Appendix A for recruitment
flyer ffirmation. All subjects signed an informeil consent form that gave permission to
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videotape the individual (Appendix B).
A brief questionnaire (Appendix C) was administered to each subject focusing on
previous relaxation experience, present fitness level, and general health. Those who had
previous relaxation experience were included in the study if this experience was not in
either PMR or AT and if their training had not been too extensive. Too much exposure to
one technique may carry over into the effectiveness of other techniques, affecting results.
This prevented the sample from being biased towird enhanced relaxation effects. Most
of the population has had some exposure to relaxation techniques as each of us search
everyday for ways to relax. This examination is more focused on initial impacts of
.reluation. The subjects were asked about any medical illnesses or medication they were
taking to account for any unforeseen factors that may affect the outcome of the study.
Subjects in this study were moderately trained individuals, who have been
rururing at least three times a week for the past year or more. This level of experience was
thought to allow for a more stable running gait'pattern as well as better adaptation to
optimal biomechanics following relaxation. These athletes have usually adapted
biomechanics to become as efficient as possible.
Treadmill Acco mmo dation
Each su6ject participated in atreadmill accommodation run. This has been
suggested by a number of studies to stabilize gait and allow measures to become more
reliable (Bailey & Messier, 199t, Blumenstein et al., 1995, Boone & DeWeese, 1998).
These studies recommend an accorlmodation period of 20-60 min. The
accommodationrun in this study consisted of 20 min of running at 75%o of age predicted
maximal HR. No physiological measures were,taken during the accommodation ruir as
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tlie subjects became comfortable with the oversized treadmill that was used during the
testing.
Maximal Oxygen Consumption Test
Each subject completed a VOzr.*test in order to determine the intensity (treadmill
speed) needed to sustain 75% ofYO26ly Bod 75Yo max HR throughout the testing phases.
Subjects began the testing ona09/o grade running at a self-selected, comfortable but brisk
pace. Trehdmill grade was then increased 2Yo every three minutes until volitional
exhaustion occurred. Open citcuit spirometry using a metabolic cart (ParvoMedibs-
TrueMax 2400;Salt Lake City, UT) was used to collect expired gases of the subjects
during the graded exercise test. The final minute of each three-mintite stage was averaged
to determine the subject's VOz. HR was also monitored using HR monitors (Sensor
Dynamics, Inc.; Fremont, CA) in order to establish madlnal HR. HR as well as RPE was
recorded at the end ofeach stage.
Trial I
Subjects ran for 25 minutes at75Yo of measured VO2.o on an oversized
treadmill (FitNex; Fallbr<iok, CA) in order to,allow for the most natural gait mechanics as
possible. Physiological measures including I{R, VOz, V", and RPE were monitored.'The
exercise bout was divided into 5-minute stages with the average of the final minute of
each stage used for measuring VOz and V". P.PE and HR were taken at the end of each
five-minute stage as well.
Recording of gait for biomechanical analysis was accomplished with a single
cirmera system (MotionAnalysis; Santa Rosq CA) set at 60 frames per second (fps) and
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with fihning taking place for the final 15 seconds ofthe five, 5-min stages.
Biomechanical factors taken into acOount included: SL, IIF, and AS. A total of 7
reflective markers were plabed on the zubject for video analysis. Markers were placed on
the acromion process ofthe shoulder, lateral epicondyle of the humerus, styloid process
ofthe wrist, grcatei trochanter of the hip, lateral joint line ofthe knee, distal to the lateral
mallecilus ofthe left ankle and over the 5tr metatarso-phalangeal joint of the right foot.
The camera was placed perpendicular to the treadmill at a distance of approximately 15
feet. AS motion was determined by taking overall movement of the elbow marker in
degrees. FIF measurements were determined by the change in angle betweeh the
shoulder, hip, and knee and measured in degrees. Distarrce betiveen the two-foot markers
was taken at the largest point of separation for SL measurements and was expressed in
cIIL
Rela,xation Training
Relaxation training waS administeretl for a two-week period with the first week
unsupervised and the second week paitially supervised. Supervised training improves
learning ofthe relaxation response (Boone & DeWeese, 1998). Following trial I the
relaxation technique was explained and any questions were answered.
Week l-The subject.practiced a modified combination of the PMR and AT at rest, as
described by Lichstein (1988) (See Appendix D). An instructional session and uritten
explanation was given about these methods before the subjects are sent home for a week
to practice the techniques. The subjects were told to practice 20 minutes a day, preferably
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before they went to sleep. A calendar was also given to the subjects for them to put in a
noticeable place as a reminder to adhere to the protocol.
Week 2¨Unsupervised training continued through week twO.In add“b■each suttect
partbipated in one 20 minute supervised relaxation tra―g sessiont―g exercise at the
beg―g ofweek 2.This session alowed them to get a feel for the technique while
―
go SuttectS Were also encowaged to practice the technique during exercise onthe缶
owno Biofeedback was glven to the su可∝ts d―g he supervised sessions in order to
heわthem tO elictt relaxatb■.Lis was accomplished by anowing them to sec a IR
Inonitor as weu as thett V02 and Ve values.This I,thod was used as a means to help
themmore easily elictt the relaxationrespollse by giving them suЦectiV  measllrements
to foctlsbn。
Co正rol Group
The control group was reqlured to keep an exercise log describing thett Oxercおe
habls overthe twO wecks between t」日I and trial Π.Th y were i―cted■ot to change
thett tra―g habis and write down whatthey did and how bng they d通1.These
individuals had the sarne∞ntact with the invettigator as the relaxation gO“aS they
weК also Кquired to return tt the begmmmg ofweek twoおra 20血ute m As
ettablished earlier,RE b attabL肛がwement nd should therefore have not changed h
the contЮl mttectS.
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Trial II
Treatmeni Group
Trial II wds the sarne as the trial I with subjects running at75yo of VO2,rro and
the same physiological and biomechanical measures taken. The first five minutes
consisted of nornral running in order to achieve steady state. Beginning at minute 5, the
relaxation subjects began to elicit the relaxation response as described in Appendix D.
The PMR section of the technique took a ma:<imum of two minutes with the subject
focusing on the AT section ofthe relaxation technique throughout the duration of
exercise. At miirute 15, PMR section was repeated and the AT portion continued hgain
throughout the exercise bout. Trial II was performed at the same time of day'and in the
same footwear as thdtrial I so as to make economy measures as reliable as possible.
Data Analysis
Data were statistically analyzed using a 2X2 X 5 ANOVA (group X trial X time)
with repeated measures.on the second and third factors in order to determine any
significant difference in the physiological measurements (I{R, R}E, V", and VOz).
Biornechanics were anatyzed in order to see ifpossible coordination improvements
affected RE. The AS, IIF, and SL data were. obtained through the use of the Motion
Analysis software (Motion Analysis Corp., Santa Rosq CA) and were also anatyzed with
the 2 X 2X 5 ANIOVA. Tukey's post-hoc analysis was used to detenirine specific
significant differences between the dependent variables measured.
Chapter 4                碑
RESULTS
The results ofthe invettigation on the erects ofrelaxation on―g ettbncy
in■Юderately trained individlln:S are presented in this chapter。■にcLpter is div ded
into the fonOwing sectbrls:(りheart rate amlysL and descriptive擁年istLS,(Dヤentihtbn
analysb and descriptive盤江istts,(C)RPE analysおand de¨riptive tttistics,(d)oxygen
∞
“
utttbn anaぃお d“SCriptive stat燎颯 (c)am swing malysおand descript市e
statistた,(o hip aex10n analysおand descriptive statistics,(g)Step length analysb and
descnptive statistics,and α)S―・
Heart Rate Analvsis and Descnptive Statistics
The S―ry Ofthe 2 x 2 x 5 ANOVA for HR can be found in Table lo No
signi5nce was fomd forthe.trial xtune x group interactbn c(4,48)=。67p>.05)。
The three,lWO‐Way interactiolls lnChding trial x group c(1,12)=3.18p>。05),time X
group(互(4;48)=.512>.05),and trial x time(E(4,48)=。24p>.05)w re alSO found to
beaゞtistおaly nonsigniacanto signiEcance was found,however,h rllalll e■d fortime
c(4,48)=22.83p<.05)。コ騰Tukey post¨hoc analysis revealed that IIR at mm 10,15,
20,and 25 was signi■cantly greater,than mln 5 and HR at min 25.was signincantly
grederthan tmn 10 for an suりectS(Table 2)。R laxation had no ettct on alteing the
no―lHEこ drin associated、″ith probnged exercise,as each group had a simihr
pFogressbn during both trialso Main erects fortrial c(1,12)=1.45p>.05)alld grOup
⊂(1,12)=.05p>.05)were nOt Signi■cant.Overat the HR measures forthe s●可 cts
weF unarected by the intЮduction ofrebtttion(Fture l)。MCarS C崎,威andard
＼
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Table l
HR ANOVA su―ary table
Source             SS        df       MS        F         p
Group             l15:21      1       115.21      .05       。84
'Sw/Group    3o,34.34   12  2552.86
THa1             61,78     1       61.78    1.45     。31
Trial x Group       171.61      1       171.61     3.18       .10
Error(Trialb      646。91  12     53。91
Time              2405。69   4       601.42    22.83      .00中
Time x Group      53.40    4      13.35    .51    ,73
Error(Time)     1264.51    48      26.34
Trial x Time       16.54    4       4.14    .24    。91
Trial x Time x Group  45。86          11.46     .67     .62
Residua1           822.80      48        17.14
*Denotes signincance found tt the.05 1evel.
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Table 2
Tukey,ost‐hoc analvsis for IIIR
Meals
Time
153.64     5
159.86    10
162.00    15
163.36    20
165:89    25
153.64
5
6.22*
8.36*
9。72中
12.25ホ
159.86
10
2.14
3.50
6.03*
162.00
15
1.36
3.89
163.36    165。89
20       25
2.53       ‐
*Denotes significance with a critical difference of 4.62.
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Figure 1. Comparison of HR +/-SEMchanges between rela:ration and
controlgroups. * = HR significanUygreaterhan atmin 5. # = HR
signifi cantly greater than m in 1 0.
目電機:畿蝸1日‖
∽ ntrol Tria‖
Controi Trh:‖
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deviations(SD),and Standard error ofthe means(SElo were Calculated for HR at
minutes 5,10,15,20,and 25 for each su域∝t that partたゎ誠ed and ιan be scen h Tabb
3.The pЮgressbn dftt for the relaxat6ngroψ intrialII appears to be slightly
dment hm the control group,however no signiflcant interaction was found。
ventuation Analysis and DescHDtiVe Statistics
The ANOVAおr t revealed no three‐way interaction for trial x time x group⊂
“
,48)=1.32p>.05)as can be seeninthe ANOVA s―ry h Table 4.The two‐way
heraaiOn bftJほI x group was found to be signiScant⊂(1,12)=7.Hpく。05).Tukey
po飢‐hoc analysis reveabd that the control group had signi■cantけ highe  values for both
t嵐法than the relaxatbn group(Tabb 5)。Although the twO groups were mltialy
signiEcantけdirerent,t¨re waS nO signinntchtte魚)m trial l o trial Ⅱ fo  either
group σigllre 2)。The Other t¨‐Way interactions oftime x group⊂
“
,48)=.33p>.05)
and trial x time⊂(4,48)=.50p>.05)were nOt SLniacanto As宙th駅,the t me r ah
ettctおr L ttSおund to be signiEcant⊂(4,48)=21。21p<.05)。AgaiL ttёexpected
physbbgおd drift with proゃnged exerise caused a signiacantincКase m min 15,20,
and 25 when compared to the init皿飩 ady t ate valuc at mm 5(Tabb 6)。No other mln
erects were fomd to be stni■Cant inchding group⊂(1,12)=3.00p>.05)and trial⊂
(1,12)=.H2>.05)。Descriptive tttistics for Ve data can be fomd h Tabb 7.
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Table 3
Heart rate descriDtiVe data
GTOup
Trial I
SD  SEM
Trial Ⅱ
Mean   SD   SEM
Relaxation N=7)
Minute 5
Minute 10
Minute 15
Minute 20
Minute‐25`
ContЮ1 0--7)
Minute 5
Minute 10
Minute 15
Minute 20
Minute 25
152.86
159.00
162.14
162.71
165.71
152.14   19。22
158.86   20.01
161.00   20.03
162.71   20.01
165。71   19。70
11.87   4。49
12.87   4.86
13.47   5.09
5.67   5。92
7.16   6.49
7,27
7.56
7.57
7.56
7.45
153.86
160.43
160.00
160.71
163.00
155,71
161.14
164。86
167.29
169。14
11.48‐   4.34
14。75   5.58
13.48   5.09
4。38   5。44
16.52   6.25
0。34   3.91
18.84   7.12
18.89   7.14
18.99   7.18
19.57   7.40
Note.Values are in beats per nttute(bpmp.
Mean
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Table 4       デ
Ve ANOVA summrytable
Gむoup          2410。24
Sw/Group     9624.32
1.43
T嵐d x Group     90。71
Error(Trialp     153.17
520。25
Tine x Group       7.99
Eior(Time)     294.33
Trial x Time 4.51
Trial x Time x Group 11.87
107.83
2410。24     3.00
802.03
1.43      .11
90。71     7.11
12.76
130.06   21.21
1:20      。33
6.13     '
1.13      .50
2。97     1.32
2.25
1
12
1
1
12
4
???
?
??
?
??
??
??
?
??
?
????
??
?
4
4
48
*Denotes sigfficance found at the.05 level
Source           SS     df      MS       F      p
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Table 5
47.51
46.11
54.21
56.02
Trial
IR
ΠR
IC
HC
47.51
R
1.4
6。70ホ
46。11
11R
9。91中
56.02
11C
?
．
?
?
‐?
?
???
?
?
Note. R= relaxation goup; C= control group
*Denotes significance with a critical difference of 2.52.
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70.00
E 60.00
5 so.oo
E 40.00
E 3o.oo
E 20.00
E 1o.oo
0.00
Rdaxation  Control
T百al:
Re!axation  Control
Tttal‖
Fioure 2. Trial cbmparison of ventilation means +/- SEM for the relaxation and
control groups. * = control'significantty greater at each trial.
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Table 6
47.85
49。91
51.31
52.47
53.28
Time
5
10
15  1
20
25
47.85
5
2.06
3.46*
. 4.62串
5。43ホ
49。91
10
1.40
2.56中
3.37ホ
51.31
15
1.16
1.97
52.47
20
.81
53.28
25
*Denotes sigriificance with a critical difference of 2.07.
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Table 7
Grow
Trial I
Mean   SD
Trial II
Mcan    SD
Relaxation c｀=7)
Minute 5
Minute 10
Minute 15
Minute 20
Minute 25
Control o=7)
Minute 5
Minute 10
Minute 15
Minute 20
Minute 25
44.63
47.16
46.87
49。12
49。79
50。79
53.06
55。04
55。68
56.46
11.19
12.36
11.80
11.33
12.34
4.23
4。67
4.46
4。28
4.66
1.16
1.79
1,86
2.38
2.57
43.53
44.29
46.80
47.23
48.69
52.43
55。12
56.52
57.84
58。17
11.25
11.03
11.43
12.12
11.59
4.98
6.93
5.76
6.51
6。93
4.25
4。17
4.32
4.58
4.38
1.88
2.62
2.18
2.46
2.62
3.06
4.72
4.91
????
???
???
Note,Values are h y血
SEM EM
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RPE Analysis and Descriptive $tatistics
The three-way interaction of trial x time x group was not found to be significdnt
(F (4,48) = .?a p> .05) for RPE. Also, no significance was found in the two-way ;
interactions tested, trial x goup (E (1,12) = 4.60 p > .05), tinrc x group (E (4,48) : .82D
> 
.05), and trial x time (F (4,48) : 1.06 p > .05) (Table 8). Trial x group approached
statistical significance with p = .053. A significant change in V. would normally cause
an associated change in P.PE due to the close relationship of these two variableS. As with
Vu, the introduction ofrela:<ation caused a decreasing trend in RPE compared to a non-
significant rise in the control group in trial II as seen in Figure 3. There was a significant '!
main effect for time (E (4,4i) : 40.46p < .05). As the duration of exercise increased the
perceived exertion ofthe subjects in each group did as well. The Tukey ftst-hoc test
(Table 9) revealed that min 10, 15, 20, and 25 were significantly greater than min 5, min
20 and 25 were significantly greater than min 10, and min 25 was sigfficantly greater
than min 15. This normal increase in RPE during exercise was unaffected by relaxation.
No significant main effect was found for group (E (1,12): .90 p > .05) or trial @ (1,12) =
.20 p > .05). The descriftive Statistics for RPE data can be found in Table 10.
Oxv2en CollsumDtiOn Ana市sis and Descn,tive Statistics
There was no signi6cant direrence between the relaxatbn and control groups
with respect to V02o No signincant inteintions were found(Tabb H)fOr the
interactions oftrial x time x group⊂(4,48)=.62p>.05),trial X group⊂(1,12)
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Table 8
RPE ANOVA sllmmrvtabb
Sollrce            SS        df      MS       F       p
・Gr6up            23.21       1       23。21      .90      .36
Sw/Group        310。74    12       25。90
Tri激            .58      1       .58     .20    。66
Trial x Group      13.21       1       13.21     4。60  .053
'     Error(Trial)    34.51     12     2.88
Time            193.04       4      48.26    40.46      .00中
Time x Group       3.90       4         .98      。82  .52
Error(Time)    57.26    48      1.19
Trial x Time       。81   4       。20   1.06     .39
Trial x i「imex ttup  .19       4         .05      。24   .91
Residual       ・9。20 48     .19
*Denotes significance at the .05 level.
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14.00
13.00
12.00
崖 11・00
10.00
9.00¨
8:00
l    ‖
Re:axation
Fiqure 3. Trial comparison of RPE means +/- SEM fur relaxation and control
9roups.
Contr●:
．??
Table 9
呻 。前“hOC壺」ys玉盛r RPE time min erect
“
Means
9。72
10.93
11.61
・12.39
13.12
Time
5
10
15
20
25
1.12‡
1.89*
2.67串
3.40ネ
10.93
10
.68
1.46*
2.19拿
11.61
15
。78
1.51*
12.39
20
13.12
r25
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
'" *Denotes significance with a critical difference of .89.
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Table 10
Descriptive data br pretett and ooS■est RPE
Goup Mcan
Prctest
SD   SEMean
Potttest
SD   SEM
RelaxationoT=7)
Minute 5
Minute 10
Minute 15
me20
Minute 25
9.29
.86
1.71
12.57
13`14
1.38
1.68
2.29
2.44
2.73
1.41
1.11
1.51
1.13
.95
.52
.63
.87
.92
1.03
8。86
9.86
11
11。71
12.43
10171
11.71
12.14
ま 12:86
13.57
1.68    .63
1。77    .67
2.24    .85
2.63  .  .99
3.31   1.25
Control o=7)
Minute 5
Minute 10
Minute 15
Minute 20
Minute 25
10.00
11。29
1.57
12.43
13.29
?
???
?
??
?
??
?
??
1.25
1.38
1.46
1.35
1.13
.47
.52
.55
.51
.43
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Table ll
SS      df     MS      F       p
Group             18.27      1      18.27    .19      .67
Sw/Group        l156.77     12     96.40
Tria1              12.24      1      12.24   2.35      .15
Trial x Group      l.81     1     1.81   .35    .57
Errol(Trialy"     62.53    12    5。21
Time              57.04       4      14.26   13.85      .00*
T壼コ6 x Group        3。92     4       。98     。95     。44      `
Error(Time)     49.42    48     1.03
T元」xITime       2.40     4     .60   1."    .37
Trial x Time,x Group  l.37      4  .   。34   .62  .65
・Residua1           26.33     48       .55
ホDenotes喚Ⅲlc響∝at the.05 Lvel.
Source
?
．
“
=.352>.05),time X grOup⊂(4,48)=.95 >.05),and trial x time⊂(4,48)=1.09五>
.05).Drift in V02 CauSed a signiEcant increase over tlme⊂ (4,48)=。90p<.05)。The
Tukey‐post hoc analysis(Table 12)revealed that min 15,20,and 25 were signilEcantly
greater than nun 5 for bothtrials ofthe FelaXation and control groupsiAlso,min 25 was
found to be signiScantly greater than min 10。No signilEcanoe was fomd in the lllah
ettcts for group c(1,12)=。19p>。05)or trial⊂(1ち12)=2.35p>.05)。Descriptive`
data including MI SD,and SEM for V02 Can be found in Tabb 13.
Am Swing Analvsおa d De∝rintive Statistおs
The three‐way ANOVA for analysおfAS showed no signince forthe
interaction trial x time x group⊂(4,48)=。88p>.05)(Table 14).SigniSCance was
fomd forthe two‐way nteraction oftrial x group⊂(1,12)=9。19p<.05).Tukey‐post
hoc analysヽ
“
vealed a signitant decrease L AS with the introduction of“laxa bn
(Table 15)。ThiS interaction b visualy presented h Fi■鴎 4。 No oth r two‐弯
interactblls were fomd intime x group c(4,48)=。15p>.05)or trial x time c(1,12)=
も212>.05)。There was a signinmt nlaln ettt shown withtrial c(1,12)=22.38pく
。05)showing that overall AS h trial・Ⅱ was dec ―d when compared to trialIおr bth
groups.Other nnln erects includilig group⊂(1,12)=.04p>.05)and time(里(4,48)=
。99p>.05)were nOt Statisthally signifmto Mcarls,SD,and SEM for each su可∝t's AS
data can be found in TabL 16.
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Table 12
Tukey post-hoc analysis for VOa tirre main effect
Means            32.28     33.08     33.32     33.79     34.07P
卜           Time      5        10       15        20       25
32.28‐     5        ‐        ‐       ‐         ‐      ―
33.08     10       18         ‐   ‐ ‐      _
33.32     15      1.04ネ    2         ¨        ‐      ‐
33.79     20       1.51ホ.71        .47        ‐      ‐
34.07     25      1.79ホ .99幸      .75        。29  -
*Denotes slgniEcance mth a crittd direrence of.81.
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Table 13
SEM
Posttest
Mean SD???
?
??
?』
9Юup
Relaxation o卜7)
Minute 5
Minute 10
Minute 15
Minute 20
Minute 25
Control o←=7)
.  Minlite 5
Minute 10
Minute 15
Minute 20
血 ite 25
31.34
32.91
32.33
33.07
33.20
32.41
33.17
33.80
33.93
' 34.29
3.01
3.53
4.05
4.16
4。21
2.35
1.42
1.51
1.47
1.38
1.14
1.33
1.53
1.57
1.59
.89
。54
.57
.56
.52
32.15
33.10
33.43
33.90
34.36
33.20
33.12
33.73
34.25
34.41
4.57
4。40
4.55
4.90
4.99
1.73
1.66
1.72
1.85
1.88
3.69
3.39
3.28
3.46
3.50
。99
。91
.88
.93
.93
Note.Values are in…
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Table 14
価 swing ANOVA sll―rv tab e
df MS
Gpup ｀       13.18
Sw/Ooup        4454.68
Tria1           176.40
Trial x Group       72.48
Error(Trial)      94.60
Time          63.06
¬me x GToup   9.75
Error(Time)    767.91
Trial x Time      14.96
Trialx Time x Qoup 62.41
Residua1       855.59
.04
?
??
??
?‐?
?
???
??
13.18
371.22
176.40
7.88
15。76
2.44
15。9
3.74
15 60
17.83
22.38
9。19
。85
.00ネ
.01ホ
1
1
12
4
4
48
4
4
48
?
???
?
??
?
???
??
?
*Denotes signfficance at the.05 level
So雌,
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Table 15
Tukev oost‐h c amlysis for AS trial x grouD interaction       =
Means             39。17  35.48    38.34     37.54
TFial     IR     ⅡR     IC      ⅡC
39.17    1R       ‐        ‐      ‐     ‐
35.48     11R      3.69■‐        ‐      ‐
38.34     1C        .83      2.86ホ   …       …
37.54     11C      l.63      2.06*      .80       ‐       ・ 、
^ Noteu R= relaxation group; C= control group
*Denotes'significance with a critical difference of 2.01.
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?
??
??
?
??
???
．
?
?
?。
．
??
．
?
?
??
．
?。
．
（ ??〓
?
?
「
）
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
Fioure 4. Trial comparison of AS +/- SEM for relaxation and control groups. *
= significant decrease from trial I to trial l! in the'relaxation group.
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Table 16   .
Am swin2 de“riptive data
Mcan SEM
????????????』Group
Relaxatbn o←=7)
Minute 5
Minute 10
Minute 15
'Minute 20
Minute 25
Control o―-7)
Minute 5
Minute 10
Minute 15
Minute 20
1Minute 25
39″8
40.56
37.99
38。20
39.31
37.64
38.28
39.89
36.01
39。89
9。24
8.20
9.14
5.61
5.61
3.49
3.10
3.46・
3.46
1.70
35.91
35.57
35.49
34.25
36.20
38。12
38。98
‐36.79
37111
36.68
8.14
7.39
7.39
4。93
8,86
3.08
2。79
2.79
1.86
3.35
8.31    3.14
10.32   3.90
5。92  . 2.24
5。88   2.22
5。40   2.04
2.04
1。99
2.16
2.33
2.94
???
???????
??
??
?
???
???
???
Note.Values are in deres。
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HiD Fle飾n Analvsis and Descn,tive Statistics
No signincance was found for theしm(OvA cabL 17)for HFo No three‐way
interactbn existed in tttd x time x group⊂(4,48)=。20p>.05)。An two‐ay
interactio“were fomd not to be signiflcant with trial x group=⊂(1,12)=,1.21p>.05),
`, time x group=c(4,48)=。93p>:05),and trial x time―f_(4,48)=。44p>.05):h
addttioL group口狙h erect⊂(1,12)=3.35p>。05),扇闘Inaln erect⊂(1,12)=1.212>
.05),and time min erect⊂(4,48)=1.11.p>.05)were dЮ■Ot signitanto The high
activity Ofthe bttr extremity appears to have overridden ayattettttO mpose
relaxatbL Descriptive data for HF can be found L Tabb 18.
SteD Lentth Analysis allld Descrintive Statistics
LIke HF,no signiScance was found for any ofthe∞nditiolls measured in the 2 x
2x5ANOVA for SL(Tabb 19)。No interactiolls for SL were fomd to be signiacant..
These interactbrns include trial x time x group⊂
“
,48)=。22p>.05),t壷己X grOup'=⊂
｀
(1912)=3,98p>.05),time X′group=⊂(4,48)=。90p>.05),and trial x time■旦(4,48)
=1.53pメ.05)。GЮup mln erect⊂(1,12)=.07p>.05),trial mainerect c(1,12)=
。16p>.05),and time rnЯin erectc(4」48)=1.95p>.05)weК alSO an IЮt statistica■y
signincant.Descriptive data showing the lack of証1“nce frelaxatb■on SL c n be
found in Table 20。
Swnmary
AI.IOVA resultS indicated that each ofthe physiological factois tested (I{R" V",
P.PE, VO2) underwent an expected significant increase over time due to drift with
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Table 17
Source SS df MS F p
Group             8182      1      8.82    3.35    .09
Sw/Grotゅ      31.55   12   2.63
lT納          。12   1    .12   1.21   .29               、
Trial x(3■oup        .00      1       .00     .00    .99
Error(Trial)     1.19    12     .09
Time・             .92      4      。 3 1.11    .36
Time x¨up        .77      4      .19     。93 .46
Error(Time)     9。92  48     .21
Trial x Time     .38   4    .09   .4И。78       ぉ  1
Trial x Th"x Group .17    4    .04   。20 。94          ・
熊sidua1          lo。42   48      .22
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Table 18
亜●■exion descnptive data
Pretest Posttest
Group Mean SD SEM Mean SD SEM
Rchxatiod o卜7)
Minute 5        1.96    .78    。29        1.80     。63    .24
,  Minute 10       1.59    .50    .19            1.57     .53     .20
Minute 15       1.59    .51    .19            1.58     .57     .22
Minute 20       1.62    .48    .18            1.59     。50    .19
Minute 25       1.67    .42    .16            1.59     。45    .17
Control o卜つ
Minute 5        2.32    .91    .34            2.00     .46     .17
Minute 10       1.97    .71     .27            2.03     .64     .24
Minute 15       2_22    .75    .28            2.26     .82     .31
Minute 20       2.19    。67    .26            1.99    1.03     .39
Minute 25       2.24    .71    .27            2.35     .83     .31
Note.Values are h degrees.
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. Table 19         :
Step lendh ANOVA sll―rv table
Source SS df MS F p
Group            20.02      1      20.02     .07     .79      i
Sw/Group        3353.03     12     279.42
Trial                。98   1        。98 。16    。70
T」ほlx Group       24.50      1      24.50    3.98      .07
Error(Trialy      73.89    12     6。16
Time             23.13      4       5.78    1.95      .12
Time x Choup       10.70      4       2.67  ・ .90   .47
EIor(Time)     142.20   48     2.96
Trial x Time       16.40     4      4110.   1.53    .21   -     ・
Trialx Time x Group  2.38    , 4        .60     .22     .93
Residua1          129,04    48       2.69
r57
Table 20            ,
step lengh descn,tive data
???
?????
?
?????
?』???
Relaxation oT=7)
Minute 5
Minute 10
Minute 15
Minute 20
Minute 25
Control時7)
Minute 5
Minute 10
Minute 15
Minute 20
Minute 25
77.35
78.88
78.35
79.58
79,61
78.04
78。12
78。90
79。16
79。15
6.40
6.07
4.74
6.28
7.44
5.01
5。16
5.56
4.31
5。29
2.42
2.29
1.79・
2.37
2.81
77.18
79.03
78。28
77.59
78.35
79.74
79。65
79。66
5.36
6。63
5.03
4.92
5。23
6.41
5。49
5.09
4。34
5。16
2.03
2.51
1.90
1.86
1,98
2.42
2.08
1.92
1.64
1.95
1.90
1.95
2.10
1.63
1.99
???????
?
???
Noteo Values are in cIL
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pЮbttd exercise.Relaxatbn appeared to have llo ercct on alte」蛇 thiS I10-l
progresbn h`the suttedS as the drin was∞nsistent throughout both trials
Restts ofthe inve■Lttb  ShOWed a signif―t interactbn beneen the groups
and trialin the Ve nleasures.■E∞ntrol g oup showed a nonsigniEcant lncreasc in L
hm triall to trial H while the relaxatbn group showed a llonsignincant d"rease n trial
H with the intЮductb■ofrelaxatbn.The contЮl group had atidveral higher L over
both trialso While a tttisticaly signifmt interactbn was fott inSpectbnofthese data
reved the actualphysioloJごd impact ofrelaxation t揃山g on Ve Was面血翻 .
Measurements ofL and RPE are ttad“bllatt very cbseけ related.The analysお
ofRPE measures showed a similar erectto those found ofVco While the control違pup
showed a nonsignincantincrme hm triall to trial Ⅱ,the relaxatbn group showed a
nOEllSigniEcant decrease or suppression ofpercelved exe■bi aner the introduction of
relaxatbL The品Ⅲ翡 dd llot show signincance with RPE'for group・x trial but was
very ck》se輛th a p=。053.
Bbnlechanicd data for HF and SL,showed"sini6mt Cbangesin any ofthe
conditions tested.However,relaxation did have an arect on AS measurements with a
signincant interactbnおr t ial and group.The rehxatわn group Was abtt to signincantけ
decrease upper arnl motioh by d∝reasing・AS through rehxatioLコにCOntЮl grol■did
shoW a smu decreasein AS金om triall tσ trial Ⅱ but this change was not signi6-t.
Chapter 5
DISCUSSION
The focus ofthis chapter will be to discuss the resuhs of chapter 4 in greater detail The
discussion is presented in the following order: (a)the effects of relaxation on
physiological frctors of running, O) the effects ofrelaxation on biomechanical factors of
running, anil (c) sumnary.
The Eff.ects ofRelaxatiori on Physiological Factors ofRunning
A primary focus ofthe present investigation was.to examine ttre effects of
relaxation on HR during exercise. Theoretically, a decrease in HR during exercise while
maintaining tlre same absolute workload would be beneficialto the long diitimce runner.
The ability to acconrplish this goal would allow for rnore efficient metabolism durtmg
exercise and aid in conservation of energy. T[is in turn would potentia[y allow for an
improvement in performance. A prirnary effect brought about by relaxation during rbst is
a decrease in HR (Solberg et aL, 1996;Gieremek et al., lgg4). This investigation
atternpted to create this same effect during exercise, while maiqtaining intensity.
Reiaxation is achieved through changes brought about by the autonomic nervous
syst€m (AI.{S). Tne aNS has direct control over HR.during exercise and thrcugh a
variety of mechanisms allows the heart to adapt to the demands phced on the body. The
abitity t<i alter AII{S activity through the use of rela:<ation techniqueS hirs direct effects on
contractility as well as rate ofthe heart. The resufts ofthis investigation showed that a
decrease in IIR was not achieved while using rela"xation techniques during exercise. The
enhanced stimulation and denrand on the heart during exercise appears to have
overridden any attempt at tnggenng a relaxation effect. These findings are in agreement
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with previolls investigatiolls exa―g relaxation inteⅣぬtblls during exercise ooOne
&DeWeese,1998;Gervino&Veazey,1984).Thse preⅥous mve■igatiolls repo■ed a
decreasmg trend in HR with the initiation ofrelaxatioIL niS trend was evident h the
cwent mvestigation but,like prenolls studies,was■ot sig ifmto Relaxation seerns toi
have a slight ёrect on IIR values butおnot trong enough to overcolne ANS activity
duritigexerc“l
Our Ldings are also in veement with Hatitt et d。(1992),w o eXamined the
erects ofdinction and feedback interventio“during exercise.The cardiOvascl■,r
deund on an individual during exercise appears u山れrable'as set by the central
cardiovttuhr centers.L興
"■
ance ofthe delivery of02 tO the working muscLs
during exel・cise and the mmtenance ofblood pressllre are the p―ly goals that driv
R The pinesent results demonstrate that the heart in no―l exerc叔〕situ iorls,works
very efおientttandおVery accuttte h controuing cardiacloutput without excess energy
wge.A´ny inhib■ory erect caused by relaxatbn tt lbe detrimntd in maintaining
intensity due to the cfhおncy the cardiovascular system has already atined in trah“
indi宙dt1910.
・In'∞ntrast,Perski et al。(1985)showed that HR Is a physiObgical actor th is
abb to be altered through the use of biofeedback.They were abb to bwerthe IIR of
the士側可ttts by 22%h shott dumtion bouts ofcyclingo Thett su昧澪ts Were tested d“r
5,4 min bouts ofexercise at 65%ofV02max・The ability to trigger a rehxation respollse
in the Perski et alo exammtion may have been due to the extens市e lls ofbbfeedb tk.
The present invettigatbn o"uSed one bout ofbiofeedback intttentbL A more
intellsive¨feedback training phase tt haVe been IIlo“efFectiv h ataining a ttЮng∝
relaxation respollse.Other examlners have found positive restlLs ofbiofeedback on the
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rela:<ation response during running, incfuding Blumenstein et al., (1995) and Caird et al.
(lggg). Future investigations should take these findings into accourt and implement
extersive biofeedback during exercise.
Ernphasis was placed on the desrgn of the present study to allow for a more
practical approach than previous investigations. Boone and DeWeese (1998), Hatfield et
aL. (1992), and Gervino andYeazny (1984) all used protocols where the zubjects were
required to'turn the relaxation response on and otrduring one testing bout. The design
used in the present study allowed rekixation srbjects to concertrate on relaxation
thnoughout exercise, rather than turning on and offthe iela,xation response for certain
periods oftime throughout the exercise bout. This'flibping ofthe switch" may have
brought about conflicting nrcssages to the ANIS, and may have catbed the subjects to lose
focus on the task. The present approach should have allowed for superior cultivation of
the focused'and effective attitude nee.ded to trigger the relaxation re$nse. Although this
approach was moie likely to elicit significant resufts, and was closer to how an athlete
might implernent relaxationtecbniques during long distance events, significance was not
reached in the measured variables.
The present study also utilized a control Soup desigr in order to moiritor normal
changes over a 2-week period when two, identical25 min rulls are performed. A
common occurenc€ during prolonged exercise is the tendency for an upward drift in IIR
as duration increases (McArdle,Ifutch & IGtctr, 1994). The strength of the present
design allowed examination of the effect of relaxation on the drift of HR and other
physiological frctors. The normal HR drift demonstrated in trial I by both groups,
however, was not in any way affeCted by the implernentation of rehxhtion during trial II.
Each of the subjects consistently achieved a significant increase from steady state values
in IIR by min l5 ofthe exercise bout.-
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Previous investigations (Caird et al., 1999;Boone and DeWeese, 1998; Bensorl
鳳∬鳳TIIh」relaxath during exerC“Si niacmけb…dth〕nt mvestigation pro宙ded ttginalsuppo■for these
1 ~       ~      ~
l
T｀TSTT,ITぜざ選^ι_T里∫
=Ψhttdu∝`duFing eXercise.HoweveL neither group FeneCted a signiacant chぼ魚〕mtJIゎtrial Ⅱ'and the me physbbgt impact of"laxatbn on Ve appeasわ“町
sinall. Ahhough V" is a physiological factor that we have a signfficant amount of
volurtary control over, the AI.IS plays a large role in regulation of breathing dtring
exercise. 
, 
Most of the tirne runners are not focusing on their brearhing and rely on the
iAI.lS to regulate V"unconsciously. The ANS tias direbt effects on the amount of
bronchiodilation within the air passages of the lung, therefore controlling how much air is
able to freely flow in and out of the lung. Relaxation can produce a withdrawal of this
response allowing less air to be brought into the lung with each breath- The introduction
of relaxation in the subjects in the present study caused a nonsignificant decreasing trend
in the relaxation goup while ttre control group showid a nonsignificant increasing trend
from trial I to trial tr. Thus very small changes in V. resulted in a significant interaction.
A trore intensive relaxation training prograq perhaps using biofeedbach may hate
furthered this trend to the point cif stronger agre€ment with previous work, but this is only
speculative.
According to Bailey and Pate (1991), Vu accounts for 7-8% of the Oz cost of 
,
exercise. Th$* is a large percentage'oftotal energy output and any reduction in thi-{
energy utilization'with rnaintenance of intensity would be very beneficial to the long
disance runner. Ventilatory denrand can be limited by decreasing stimulition and work 
,
of the re$iratory mtscles. Boone and DeWeese (1998) reported a drop in frequency of
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breaths W l0% with the introduction of relaxation dtring running while VOz w{ls
rnaintained. The mechanism for this change is unclear but they attnbuted the finding to a
greater ex'traction of Oz at tlre lungs. This problem led Boone and DeWeese to question
the-efficacy of VOz as the criterion i,ariable for demonstrating changes in RE and further
investigation is needed to fully understind this nrccbanisnr
Like Boone and DeWeese (1998), thig investigation friled to find any sigfficant
change in'VO2 brrought about by rela,xation. The literature on this physiological finding
is split among previous investrgators. We are al.$o in agreement with Hatfield et al.
(1992) who reported that cognitive interventions have no affect on VOz during exercise.
Caird et al. (1999) and Gervino &Yeazny (1984) were able to demonstrate reduced VOu
through the use ofcognitive interventions in their investigations. Theoretically, a
relaxation response can effectively conserve energy by rnprovrng the introduction and
delivery of Oz to the working musculature but ttrese pievious investigations offer liule
insight into how relaxation training might cause these effects. Our resrlts do support
et al. (1990) ind Morgan et al. (1991) in their conclusion that RE is a steady
naasurement that can be obtained in a single measurement when uriables such as'
accommodation, footwear, and time ofday are controlled. Not only was stability
demonstrated'in the control goup but also wtren an intervention such as relaxation was
introduced.
In 1985, Morgan dEmonstrated a clbse linear relationship between V" and RPE.
How hard an individual is breathing plays a large role in their perceived exertion during
activity. In the present examinatioq the effects of relaxation on RPE were not found to
be sigpificant, but approached significance with ap = .053. The RPE rezults nearly
minored V" and showed a decreasing trend in the relaxation group, and an increasing
trend in the control group from trial I to trial II. One of the rnain focuses of the modffied
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PMR/AT technique used was to concentrate on breathing during exercise. This
relaxation method was close to being successful in allowing the subjects to decrease
tension, thereby atnost decreasing the perceived exertion of exercise. With a greater
sample size and more extensive relaxation training, a future study may be able to '
demonstrate a relaxation effect on RPE values. Such a fuding may be beneficial to the
runner by increasing tolErance to exercise and improving performance,
ffie major limitation of this investigation was ttrc tirne given to efuively learn
the relaxation response and incorporate it into exerciie. Previous research has shown the
iryrportance of the duration of relaxation training, demonstrating that tbe lonler relaxation
is practiced the more effective it becomes (Gieremek et al., 1994; LichsteftL 1988). This
statement was derived from learning relaxation techniques and incorporating them while
at rest. The learning curye for relaxation that comes along with irrcorporating it into
exercise would be expected to be longer. It is questionable if rwo weeks is adequate tirilre
to effectively learn relaxation at rest, let alone be abte to incorporate it during a high
nervous system activity such as exercise. Future research should focus onan e:dended
relaxation training phase with rnore ernphasis placedon incorporating the technique into
lexercise. Incorporation ofrehxation into exercise u,bs more dir€ctly addressed in the
present study compared to previous researc[,but still appeani to bave been insufficienti
Marti& Craib, and Mitchell (1995) demonstrated that more economical runners habitually
direct attention more inward than less economical nrnners. A longer, more foctised
relaxation training phase will trelp to cultivate Such an attitude and may improve
effectiveness. Firture research should also consider exploring dtfferent relaxation
techniques. Techniques that empliasizd cognitive methods may be more effective during
activity because PIVIR uiay b" difficult to implement during intense muscular'activity.
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Benson (1975) explained fou primary characteristics needed in order for
relaxation to be'as bffective as possible. The attempt to incorporate relo<ation into the
exercise'situation makes it very difficult to adhere to Benson's recomrnendations. These 
"
recornmendations inctude a mental device, quiet environment, comfortable position, ard
a passive attitude. The only one ofthese characteristics that was completely adhered to
wasthe mental device. Other characteristics zuch as a quiet envir<inment and a
cornfortable position were irqpossible to achieve in the exercise situation Ifl additiorL a
passive attitude:ou" also be very difficult to accorinplish during exercise at75Yo of
mardmum capacrty. This may have a^ffected the ability of the zubjects to tiigger or
maintain a relaxation:esponse: As a result, any atternpito alter physiological or
biornechanical responses tb exercise would not likely be zuccessfuL
Caird et al. (1999) utilized a much more extensive intervention phase in their
examination Ideally, we would have liked to inrplement a more intensive rela:ration
training program but were unable to do so because oftime constraints. They employed a
six-week relaxation training phase, which allowed their subjects to become more farniliar
with the relaxation response'than the subjects of this investigation Caird et al's study
only took initial steady $ate rireasures that mayr'have dfamatically limited their findings.
Ttrc ability to monitor the effeds of extensite relaxation training on the physiological
drift dri,ring exercise was sacrfficed due to this decision The present study was unable to
demonstrate any impact of relaxation training on physiological drift during exercise.
The role relaxation plays on physiology during running continues to elude a
conphte and accurate answer. Promising trends in V" and RPE were found in the
present study to support the improvenrent of running efficiency, but thdstrength of these
data are not geat and require confirmation by future study. While we are in agreenEnt
with various authors, we axe also in conflict with others. ftirty problems were addressicd
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in the present study, but many others were uncovered. Friture research should focus on
biofeedback playing a larger role in a more extensive rblaiation training phase.
Biofeedback, incorporated with the more functional design used in the present
investigatibn, would be the best way to determine the effectiveness of rblaxationbn
physiological factors. i
The Effects of Rela<ation on Biomechanical Factors'ofRunning
Previous literature has not addressed the effects of relaxation on the
biomechanical factors ofrt―go This is thc ttst investigation to look at this concept
a｀nd therefore take a more complete bok at the potential e■c s ofrelaxatiol on m
ef詭たncy.Cavanagh and Wilias(1982)beuetd that 54%ofvariation in RE could be
attributed to vttiation alnong direrent biolnechanical variables.This examination
attempted to take this coIIsideration into accomt ttd investigate ifrelaxation played a ・
direct role in altering the biolnechanics of―go Certain biomechanical variables are
suggested to play a largcr role than others in the dete―tion ofIE Ⅳ Organ et al.,
1989)。ThiS inve飢壇atbn seLcted those variabbs(ioe。,AS,HF,and SL)that are
expected to play a large rolc in detemining―ing c詭たncy.
The resuLs showed that HF and SL were not arected by the introduction of
relaxation.HF and SL arc cbsely rclated,as a change in the lengthofbne step win bring・
a correwonding changc h the angle a th hip and vise“f撻.An incКased economy ha
腱en associated with an increascd maximl hip extelllsbn accordmg to Cavanagh and  i
Willias(1982).No change was seen in hip ROM throughoutthis■udy as ttride
llrlechanics wcre stablc for au suttects.ThiS働ding does not olve the problem presentcd
by Cavanagh and W晦 (1982)and Bttey and Messtr(1991).These invettigators
suggcsted that ttride Lngth adapts cthcr through training or changes h an attempt to
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reduce RPE. This issue needs to be more specifically addressed and is out ofthe scope of
this sttrdy. The lower extremities are working at such a high intensity, at75% of
mildm.rrn capacity, that relaxation effects on the ANS may be overridden by the great
metabolic needs ofthe active muscles.
In contrhst to the lower extremity, the upper extremity is less active during
running. This level rmrscle activity rnay allow alterations ofthe qmpathetic nervous
iystem (SNS) tbrough relaxation to be possible in the musculature of this area Daniels
(1985) believed that eliminating counter prod.uctive mtrscular rnovement helps to
maximize efficiency. This concept was supported by Cavanaugh and Kram (1985) whci
found that a decrease in AS is associated with an.increase in economy. Gervino and
Yeazny(I984) found that the upper body is rngre relaxed in more economical rufircrs.
These morb experiericed runners are able to use energy more efficiently causing
irnpnrved performance. The PMR/AT techriique ofthe present investigation appeari to
have been effective in a[owing the zubjects to recognize unneeded tension in the upper
body and help decrease that tension Relaxation resulted in a significant decrease in AS
'during running. This decrease in excessive rrcverrent'may have allowed a decrease in
upper body energy usage for the relaxation zubjects thereby allowin! geater eiierry
utilization by the legS. This proposed reduction in upper body energy usage, however,
was not fourd to enhance the overall efficiency of the zubjects in this study as measured
by VO2.
The effects ofrela:ration on the biomechanics of rururing appear to be minimal at
best. Although subjects showed a significarit decrease in AS with the introduction of
relaxation, no improvement in overall efficiency was seert. The small amount ofenergy
conserved with these changes was likety too insignificant to impact performance. Lower
extremity biomechanics appear to adapt to optimal levels through training. The two-
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week relaxation program u!"a i" the present study had no effect on the high intensity
muscular work of tlre legs. Limitations ofthe prerynt study prevented a more thorodgh
and cornplete examination of running biomechanics. Once'again the limited ambunt of
relaxation training may have restricted the findings as well
・                   Sュ
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墜Iy
The i壼ings ofthis invalgatiOn showed that relaxation has a miniml erect on
the iurovenlent ofRE in nloderateけtrained f m l  rumers.Au physiobgおal factors
examlnedはV  V02,RPE)had minOr Or no Signiflnt changes with the introduction
ofrelaxation during―go No―l upward drin over tIIne ofthese f“ors was
maintained amilJ ttb d搬〕rences were noted whcn the relaxatbn ruOnSe was initiated.
Several亀飢ors did show an e“uragitt ta軋aS fOmd in prenous mvettigatbns,which
Lads to the possbility that lend ofthe relaxatbn training prolioc01in this ttudy was too
sho■.L cardiovasc画士wstem appearsto be a very"rSiStent∞ntrouer ofcard歳
.
output and a longer,nlore mtellse relaxation proto∞lthat focused m tt On biofeedback
may have tt requiredto have mmact onthe phy“bgtt Lctos measured.
Compared to previous lnvettigations,the deslgn used in the present study appears
to be a IIlore practical way to lneawe the arects ofrelaxation during exercise。
・Th
SutteCtS are able to more compLtely foctls on obtaining relaxation h威ead ofge■ing'
`iStracted by ming the relaxatbn respllse on and ott This inve■
亀試bn alsO
incorporated a oontrol group in order to inonitor the no―l upward drin f´ゅ´h
physbbgical■leasuFelnent and anow for exa―ion lnto the role relaxation plays on
this drin.Fume research should take these deslgn factors mto consideration.
To date,this invettigationおthe ofけnvettigatiod that looks at relaxation's arect
on the bio…aSpects ofrunnmgo This alowed lls tO take a inore colmplete look
?．
???
at running e価OLncy and sce where a.ny changes in perforlnance caused by relaxation
could be fomd■ The modifled PMR/AT tcchniquc used was sllccess働正in dげeasng
excesslntyb activatbn h the upper body by decreasing AS.This mtt be benetialto
bnger dinnce rumers slnce a d∝reasc h AS has been as"ciated with a greater RE
(CaVanaugh&Vdlias,1982;Gervino&Vea“y91984)。Lower extre面ty m∝hanics
were―rected ttrelaxatbn.The body my already be perfonning atthe mott ettcient
bvel and any unpact ofrelaxation on bwer body mechanics nηy be detrimentd to
perfomance.
Overat the eXa―tion ofthc erects ofrelaxation On rt―g ettbiency has
uny qucttbns that remained llllanswered.■血 invettigation an  earlier wOrk are
divided and pointto this topL tt needing m"r,響re h depth evaluation IncOfprating
a mreint熱、relaxation intervention appears to be the biggett pЮblet  as  lem範
cllrve to impbment a relaxatbn techniquc into exerciseおInuch bngerthan a re並.
Futlllre mvettigatiorls should bok toward achieving agreement ofprevlous mvestigations
by taking into consideration the pЮbl ms raised in this invettlgatiot
Chapter 6
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary
This investigation examined the effects of relaxation on the running efficiency of
moderately tfained individuals. Fourteen moderately trained female runners were
examined in the study. The subjects were divided into a control goup and a relaxation
group. Each group completed two trials of testing at75Yo of their measured maximal
VOz. The trials were separated by two weeks during which thb relaxation group received
PMR/AT practice and the control group monitored their normal weekly exercise
schedule. Both physiological (I{R, V", VO2, RPE) and biomechanical (AS, fm, SL)
factors were measured every five miilutes in each trial.
AZX2X 5 ANOVA was used to arrrlyrze dil data with sigfficant differences
iurtt.. investigated by the use of Tukey's post-hoc analysis. It was determined that no
important physiological changes were caused by the introduction of relaxation training.
Further, the normal physiological drift in each of these factors was unaffected by
relaxation training. RPE and V" did show encouraging trends for a potential
.improvemerit of efficiency but the effecfs were too small to achieve significance. A
longer, more intensive relo<ation training progr:rm may have allowed relaxation to have a
greater effect on thephysiological factors measured.
The lower extremity biomechanical factors measured were also unaffected with
the introduction of reloration. [IF.and SL were unchanged possibly due to the inability to
trigger a relaxation response over the high metabolism demanited by the musculature of
the lower extremities during running. Relaxation appeared to be effective in the upper
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extremty rnusculatllre causng a d9crease in the AS ofthe relaxation groupo Although
excesslve energy usage may have dccreased,the energy colllserved by this change was
apparently too smtt to cause any mpЮvementin overa■cfhLncy ofthe wtteCtS.
, 
Conclusions
The results of this study yielded the following conclusions regarding the effect of
relaxation on running efficiency in moderately trained females.
l. Relaxation has no substantial positive effect on altering the physiological
markers of running efficiency however encouraging trends in RPE and V" shduld be
further investigated.
2. Relaxation does appear to be effective in decreasing excess muscular
activation in thq upper extremities.
3. Lower extremity-metabolism and biomechanics during running appears to
be unaffected by attempts to improve their efficiency through relaxation
4. Running economy is a stable measurement and a reliable measure can be
obtained from one testing bout.
Recommendations
Based on the findings of this investigation the following recommendations. are
made for future researchers
l. Incorporate a longer, more intensive relaxation training program that
places more emphasis on learning the relaxation technique during exercise.
2. lltil7:e the benefits of biofeedback more during the relaration training
phase in order to more effectively learn how to trigger the relaxation response.
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3. Ule a similar design as the one used in this investigation where subjects
focus on inducing relaxation for the duration of exercise. This will allow for less
confusi<in in the cardiovascular centers of the brain as there is no conflicting messages
from turning ihe rela:<ation response on and off. This approach makes the technique more
'practical 
and useful for the long distance mnner.
4. The role relaxation plays in the biomechanics of running rieeds to be
investigated more thoroughly. A more specific look at all joint angles should be
L
examined in order to examine all possible changes in running mechanics.
5. Different relaxation techniques should be examined in order to determine
if any one is most effe0tive during exercise.
Appendix A
Subiects Needed for a Running Studv on the
Effects of Relaxation and Training Habits
Trained sub elite runners are needed in order to study the effects of relaxation or training
habiis on running efficiency (performance). A trained sub elite mnner is defined as a
nriller with at least three years experience running at an average ofthree times a ri,eek for
20 minutes.
What you get:
o Your VOz."* - the best measure of aerobic fitness
o Biomechanical'analysis of your running sryle
o ^Relaxation Group- A relaxation tecbnique which may improve performance and
can be used in all facets of life to decrease stress
o Training Habit Group- How exercising the day before an event will effect your
performance
What
o
a
a
a
a
you will be required to do:
Maximum exercise test
Three, 25 minute treadmill runs
Relaxation Group- 2 weeks of home relaxation training
Training Habit Group- Keep an exercise log for 2 weeks ofyour exercise
habits
Both groups report for a total of 6 testing or instruction sessions
For more information please contact Jim Reidy at277-6259 or through e-mail at
JReidy2829@ol.com 
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Append破B
Infomed Collscnt Foll.1
Pttose ofthe Stu`数l The purpOse ofthe present study is to exalmc ifrclaxation or
tralrmg habis imprёvc r―g ettiency and subsequently perforllnance。          ・
B｀eneis ofthe Studx3y parttipating in this study“u win b[m wha  yollr lllla―llm
aerobic Power output and―mg economy are,which win enable you llla―e yollr        .
tra―g prograln.Also〔η4bblnechanical direrences that produce an impЮvernent h
your ruming etticiency win be discovcred. The use ofrelaxation d―g ex rcise rny
山 W indiViduals Ю Ⅲ Ю“
「
歯mm
What You win be Askcd to Do: You win repOrt to the laboratory for 6 sessiolls.
Session l win collsist ofa treadmin accolllmodation rlm ln order to get use to the
overs2ed treadmin that vtt■be llsed throughout the study. You win rLm for 20 minutes
to get a feel for t“treadmin as wen as the other equiplllllent to be used(gas analyzer,BP
Cu⊃。SessiOn 2 win colllsi■ofa r lla―l m aerobb power outputtestin order so we can
set yollr testing intellsty at 75%ofyour lnax.This te■win coTist ofr―g n the      ^
oversized treadmin while breathing gases are being rlllonitored unt]volitiorlal ettustbn.
Hcadgear holding a device to yollr lnouth悧be llsed to r easure expired gases.In
 ｀  session 3 you wiu rlln for 25 minutes at 75%ofyollr IIleasllred lrla―llm oxygen uptake
and be rneasllrcd every fvc―utes fbr a vanety offactors. Onc ofthese factors lncludes
bbrnechanical analysおwhere ou win be videotaped for 15 se∞nds very minutes.       1
The other llleasllrelllents win include blood presstlre with the llse ofa blood pressllre cur          ,
and physiological IIleasures dё五
“
d iom the gas analyzero SuttectS Win then be divided Ⅲ    l
into a relaxation group and a training habtts group,which win each corne to thc lab twice
over a two week perlod(SeSSiOns 4 and 5).The relaxation group win learn a combinatbn
relaxation technique colllsiStng ofprogreSs市e muscular relaxation and autogenic tra―g。
「"缶
飢Week oftraining will occur at rett and the second week ofttt wil1 0Ccllr
d面電 ieXercおe.You wil llleet with lne for 30 minutes atthe begiming ofeach week to
practbe the relaxation technique.The tralnmg habis gЮup win keep a tra―g log and
win be tetted twice for the erects ofexercお
=唸
day before the test day.The hl
sessio■(6)win collsist ofthe salnc 25 miL 75%ofIInx rLm as before but the relaxation
rcsponse win be elicited in the relaxation group.
RIsks ofParticわatb t Thc risks ofparticiriatitt are littb due to the fact that the tc■ing
protocols dlosely rese血ble norIIlal tra―g pЮgrallns:
IfYollr Would Likc More lnfo―tion About T―PleaSe feel tte to contact Jim
Rcidy 277-6259江anytime p五or to,dllring,or fomowing the data conectbn.
Whhdrawal hm the studv:Au suttects are iCe to Ⅶthdrawal最om the study at anytime
throughout h dllrttion.PLase contact Jim Reidy ifyou decide tσ withdraw.
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Confidentiality: All data collected in the present study will be protected to insure your
confidentiality. Your name will not appear in any reports of the results of this study.
I have read the above and I understand its contents. I agree to participate.in the study. I
ackirowledge that I am l8 years of age or older.
Print Nalne
Signature Date
I agree to allbw myselfto be videotaped in order for biomechanical measurements to be
made. Videotapes will be destroyed at the conclusion of the study.
Print Nalne
Signature Date
Appendix C
Subject Questionairre
Name: Age:
Do you have any current or recerit medical problems? (please list)
Are you currently on any medication? (please list)
How many years have you been running? 
_
How oftem per week do you usially run?
How long is your hverage workout?
What distirnce do you usually run during training?
Do you train more on a treadmill or outdoors?
Do you compete in any sports/running competitions? If so which events do you
nin?
Would you describe yourself as a stressed individual (circle one)?
Yes No
In what ways do you deal with stress?
Have you had any prior experience with the use of relaxation techni(ues (i.e.
autogenic training (AT), progressive muscular relaxation (PMR), yoga, meditation,
etc:). ? If so, how much?
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Append破D
Modined Progressive Muscular RelあotionittPMRb and Autogelllc Tralm2(AT)
Oventtw  、
The relaxation technique'win collslst ofa combination ofPMR and AT and will be
utilized whilc you are―go ThC PMR component win colllsist ofalte口mtely
contractng and relaxing various upper body lnuscLs arid willlast appro―tely 2‐minutes.The AT component win coFISiSt ofrepeating phrases which win help to nHher
elicit the relaxation respollsc.These phses win be repeated for the duration of―g.
The technique should be practiced 20 minutes a Ⅲ ,pref rably before bed.
PMR Component
■‐)ughout the tellsing and relaxing phases,■is IInost mportant to focus an ofyOllr
attention on the settntiorls coming'om yollr lnllscles. Compare in yollr mind the
feelings oftellsion and the relaxation thatおemergingo Foctls On eliminathg the tension
in yollr muscles.The tellsng phase,should hst 5 se∞nds fouowed by 10-15 seconds of
relaxatio工
1.)TellSe thc muscLs ofyollr right hand and forearm by cLnching yollrおto Relax
completely.
2.)TellSe the muscLs in your nght upper ttι thc bbeps.Relax
3。)TCIISe the lnuscLs ofyollr len hand andゃreann by Cbnching yollr i■.Relax.
4.)TellSe thc muscles ofyollr len bicepS h the same lllamer that you did yollr′right.
Relax.
5.)TellSe the lnuscbs ofyollrゃrehead by raising yollr eyebrows and wriding yollr
forehead.Relax.
・6。)Tette the mu“Ls ofyollr che■and abdolnen concentrate ottlhe terlsiono Relax.
AT Component
By repeating the fouowing phrases and focllsing yollr"entbn lnore on your bodily
rёsporlses,the relaxation ttte L more easily attalned.Attempt to bring these resporlses
IIlore under voluntary control.
1.)Cardiac regilatior`Ъtt heartbeatおcaLn and regular.‥My s are heavy and
w面 'i                 ¨
2.)Respiration:“My breathingヽcah"
3。)Abdominal wamth:`Ъtt abdOmenis wam"
Contmue repettmg these phrases and concentrate on rcbasmg the tellsion h these arcas.
Ifyollr mind ttrays bmg t back sbwly'and focus on the techniquc.Anow thc relaxatbn
to`take・place.
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